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Overall impression

The staying abroad in Moscow was a fantastic experience. The university there offered an
extremely warm welcome. Moscow is a beautiful city. The university itself was of a high
level. This exchange semester was a much needed experience and also a beautiful one.
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The visa procedure was very easy I took my entrance visa within 48 hours in a very simple
process. The university there did all the procedure for prolonging my visa and I just went
to pick it up. Perfection.
The moment I had the confirmation of my visa the room in the dormitory was already
reserved for me I did not need to do anything except pick up my room keys when I arrived
in Moscow.
The metro of Moscow was not only perfectly coordinated but it was some type of
museum also. It had endless sculptures and paintings all over the metro.

It was extremely easy all the procedure for the preparation of studies. They advised me
and were very helpful. As for the transcript of records it arrived on time.

Location, size, infrastructure

It was a very big university, with an amazing infrastructure. It was located on
Leningradsky prospect.

Language course visited at the
university

I visited the Russian language which was offered from the University. It was difficult in the
beginning because the alphabet is not the same.
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The courses in the university were similar with my home university and the credits also
approximately the same. The examinations were also very clear in terms of what should
be studied prior to them.
The support in the university was beyond fantastic. The international office helped for all
the visa procedure. The buddy was contacting me all the time for everything I needed and
the students were very friendly all the time.
Moscow is an expensive city. The best thing was that for the dorm I had to pay
approximately 30 Euros! This was just amazing. As for the study materials they were not
expensive.
Moscow is the center of culture of Eastern Europe. It had a lot of museums, parks
everywhere, clubs, bars and a large variety of food. The university had a swimming pool
and a gym and also everywhere you could be aprt of sport clubs.
The way you can find a house, for the students in Moscow is already reserved in the
dorms the moment you are part of the university. The cost of the house is only 30 euros.
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The visa procedure is so easy and everything is done by the university. The support during
the studies is higher in Moscow and foreign students are helped so much to understand
and to be part of the system. Students that do not speak Russian are treated in an
extremely good way in Moscow.
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